TLS は製品の紙パッケージ化を推進しています。
環境面を考えゴミとなる
プラスティックの減少を目指しています。

T R A C T I O N

PERFORMANCE
It has excellent controllability and is designed to fit a performance board.

WIDE
Large size model ideal for boards with wide board width and tail.

Alternative

A new eco-friendly
paper package that
does not use plastic.

A model that matches surfers who prefer an innovative style.

SPECIALITY
A model designed for boards such as FISH, LONG, and SUP.

KICK

Air Contact

Square Kick

Grasp Kick

Fun / Long Kick

A two-step kick enables vertical
board control and high air. A top
layer that wraps over the end of the
kick provides additional grip.

A square-shaped kick with an edge.
The tail end is easy to recognize and
can be pushed firmly, enabling sharp
board control.

A newly developed kick with a groove
in the side cut. Since you can firmly
grasp the kick with your toes, it works
effectively for aerial and tail kicking
movements.

TLS original kick specially tuned for
FUN / LONG. The gently set kick part
will surely convey the power to step on
to the tail of the board.
*FUN/LONG only

TREAD

Mt Fuji Lock
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Diamond Fuji Lock

Corduroy

Diamond Pattern

Groove Pattern

CONNER O'LEARY SIGNATURE

NEW
PERFORMANCE
WIDE

CONNER
¥6,000+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

Diamond Fuji Lock
&10mm Arch

CORK

Air Contact

BURGUNDY

-

3
320mm
220mm
30mm
10mm
Diamond Fuji Lock

Signature Model

GREY CAMO

BLACK
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JOSHUA MONIZ SIGNATURE

NEW
PERFORMANCE

JOSHUA
¥6,000+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

Mt Fuji Lock & 7mm Arch

BLUE SMOKE
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Air Contact

GREEN CAMO

-

3
305mm
290mm
30mm
7mm
Mt Fuji Lock

Signature Model

GREY SMOKE

BLACK

MATT WILKINSON SIGNATURE

NEW
PERFORMANCE

WILKO
¥6,000+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

Diamond Fuji Lock &7mm Arch

BLACK MARBLE

Air Contact

GREEN CAMO

-

3
305mm
290mm
30mm
7mm
Diamond Fuji Lock

Signature Model

BLACK

AZURE
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NEW
PERFORMANCE

CARBON 2
¥6,200+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

Mt Fuji Lock &5.5mm Arch

-

3
305mm
290mm
30mm
5.5mm
Mt Fuji Lock

Square Kick

Carbon pad is the latest
technology in the board
revolution. It does not affect
the bending of the board.

WHITE MARBLE

BLACK

D.GREEN

NEW
PERFORMANCE

DB 3
¥5,000+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

Diamond Fuji Lock &7mm Arch

WHITE
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BLACK

JET BLACK

Grasp Kick

JADE

-

3
305mm
290mm
37mm
7mm
Diamond Fuji Lock

Alternative

INTAKE
¥5,500+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

Corduroy Tread

BLACK

WHITE

BLUE

-

3
305mm
305mm
33mm
Flat
Corduroy

Air Contact

KHAKI

NEW
WIDE

EXTENSION
¥5,000+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

Diamond Fuji Lock &5.5mm Arch

BLUE SMOKE

KHAKI

WHITE

-

3
325mm
310mm
30mm
5.5mm
Diamond Fuji Lock

Air Contact

BLACK
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NEW
Alternative
WIDE

WIDE FISH
¥5,500+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

Diamond & 5.5mm Arch

CHECK

CORK

BLACK

-

3
320mm
350mm
27mm
5.5mm
Diamond

Square Kick

GREEN CAMO

WHITE

KHAKI

Alternative

FISH
¥6,200+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

-

10
500mm
400mm
Flat
Flat
Corduroy

MOST FISH TAILS
FITS

CORK
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KHAKI

WHITE

BLACK

NAVY

WHITE SMOKE

SPECIALITY

FRONT G
¥4,600+TAX

BLACK

KHAKI

CORK

NAVY

BURGUNDY

GREEN CAMO

CHECK

WHITE

・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

-

4
450mm
320mm(1Piece:80mm)
Flat
Flat
Corduroy

NEW
SPECIALITY

EXTRA 4
¥3,200+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

Corduroy Tread

-

4
79mm
150mm
Flat
Flat
Corduroy

BLACK

BLACK

WHITE

SPECIALITY

FUNLONG

BLACK

¥7,000+TAX

SPECIALITY

・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

OKU SUP/LONG
¥6,000+TAX
・Pieces
・Length
・Width
・Kick
・Arch
・Tread

-

3
610mm
404mm
30mm
10mm
Diamond

-

6
542mm
308mm
33mm
Flat
Mt Fuji Lock
& Groove Pattern

SUP/LONG

Specially tuned up for FUN / LONG
TLS original kick.

FUN/LONG Kick
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FIVE STAR LEASH

L E A S H
JOINT

STRAP OUTER

NEOPRENE INNER

5cm WIDE CUFF

EXTRA LOCK

RAIL SAVER

ECO PACKAGE

LONG RAIL SAVER

Using strong adhesive Velcro all
over for new TLS system. Keep
the strap securely fastened.

A rail saver that allows you to
write the date of use. You can
check the replacement time.

A new eco-friendly paper
package that
does not use plastic.

The rail saver extended to 19
cm for the fish tail reduces
the trouble that the joint part
interferes with the board.

Updated joint parts. It has been
redesigned with a solid design
to improve strength. In addition,
the slim shape suppresses
water resistance to the limit.

BLACK

GREY

By using neoprene material
inside the cuff, the cuff keep
displacement to the minumm
during riding and parling.

Uses a strong and highly
waterproof material.Preventing
water absorption keeps the
straps from becoming heavy
while surfing.

WHITE

ORANGE

YELLOW

GREEN

TURQUOISE

BLUE

Adopted a thicher cuff hanthe
general one according to TLS theory.
Although it is wide, it does not give a
sense of discomfort and significantly
reduces the burden on the ankle.

PURPLE

PINK

RED

FIVE STAR LEASH

5'

¥3,500+TAX

Length:5ft (1.5m)
Thickness:6mm

6'

¥3,500+TAX

COMP Length:6ft (1.8m)
Thickness:6mm

FUN / MID-LENGTH

FISH

SHORT BOARD

6'

¥3,600+TAX

Length:6ft (1.8m)
Thickness:7mm

6'

¥3,600+TAX

10'

¥4,000+TAX

FISH

NEW

Length:6ft (1.8m)
Thickness:7mm

LONG BOARD

9'
12

¥3,900+TAX

Length:9ft (2.7m)
Thickness:7mm

9'

¥3,900+TAX

KNEE Length:9ft (2.7m)
Thickness:7mm

10'

¥4,000+TAX

Length:10ft (3m)
Thickness:7mm

KNEE Length:10ft (3m)
Thickness:7mm

7'

¥3,700+TAX

Length:7ft (2.1m)
Thickness:7mm

8'

¥3,800+TAX

Length:8ft (2.4m)
Thickness:7mm

SHORT BOARD

5'

FUN / MID-LENGTH

Ideal for short boards of 5ft or less.

7'

Ideal for boards around 7ft.

6' COMP

Ideal for boards around 6ft.

8'

Ideal for boards around 8ft.

6'

Ideal for boards around 6ft.

Kids board and low buoyancy Competition board etc.
for Short board, soft board.

Short on big wave Board, buoyant short Board / soft board etc.

Fan board, soft board, Mid-length etc.
Fan board, soft board, Mid-length etc.

LONG BOARD

9'

Ideal for longboards around 9ft.

6'1/2

For shortboards with powerful big waves.

9' KNEE

Ideal for longboards around 9ft.

7'1/2

For shortboards with powerful big waves.

10'

Ideal for longboards around 10ft.

10' KNEE

Ideal for longboards around 10ft.

BIG WAVE

*STD ONLY

Also for high overflow boards.
Also for high overflow boards.

*FIVE STAR ONLY

FISH

6' FISH

Ankle type that is easy to use for maneuver and cruising.
A type under the knee that does not get in the way when walking.
Ankle type that is easy to use for maneuver and cruising.
A type under the knee that does not get in the way when walking.

Ideal for fishtail boards around 6ft.

A long rail saver model for fishtails.

JOINT
Uses a high-performance swivel
with excellent rotation performance
to reduce cord twist. Reduce the
entanglement of the leash cord.

5cm WIDE CUFF
Adopted a thicher cuff hanthe
general one according to TLS theory.
Although it is wide, it does not give a
sense of discomfort and significantly
reduces the burden on the ankle.

ECO PACKAGE
A new eco-friendly paper
package that
does not use plastic.

STD LEASH

CHERRY RED TURQUOISE

STD LEASH

ASH

KHAKI

WHITE

NAVY

BABY YELLOW SAND BEIGE

¥2,900+TAX

Length:5ft (1.5m)
Thickness:6mm

6'

¥3,000+TAX

COMP Length:6ft (1.8m)
Thickness:6mm

BIG WAVE

6'

¥3,100+TAX

Length:6ft (1.8m)
Thickness:7mm

6'1/2

FUN / MID-LENGTH

7'

¥3,200+TAX

Length:7ft (2.1m)
Thickness:7mm

BLACK

NEW
SHORT BOARD

5'

SLATE BLUE

8'

¥3,300+TAX

Length:8ft (2.4m)
Thickness:7mm

¥3,600+TAX

Length:6.5ft (2m)
Thickness:9mm

7'1/2

¥3,800+TAX

Length:7.5ft (2.3m)
Thickness:9mm

LONG BOARD

9'

¥3,400+TAX

Length:9ft (2.7m)
Thickness:7mm

9'

¥3,500+TAX

KNEE Length:9ft (2.7m)
Thickness:7mm

10'

¥3,500+TAX

Length:10ft (3m)
Thickness:7mm

10'

¥3,600+TAX

KNEE Length:10ft (3m)
Thickness:7mm
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B O A R D C A S E
2 IN ONE HARD CASE

BOARD DIVIDER

Insole can set the board
separately.

SHOCK ABSORBING
Uses 8mm thick foam to
protect the board from impact.

2 IN ONE HARD CASE

WIDE 6'2

¥19,000+TAX
SIZE : 1980 x 640mm
GUSSET : 150 mm
1-2 BOARD FIT
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Designed to hold two boards.This is the result of considering how to select the most suitable board for beach breaks where
conditions change greatly due to tides and winds, and surf trips where you cannot understand the wave conditions before departure.
It is possible to choose a board that suits your purpose, such as special boards and small waves, allround boards and super breaks,
and it is also useful for short trips and ordinary surfing.

ZIPPER

Place the sipper on the top, so
it protects the rail.

SHOULDER STRAP
Detachable shoulder strap.

ZIPPER GUARD

Prevents the zipper from hitting
the rails on the board.

COMPRESSION STRAPS

A convenient strap for traveling
is installed.
*FUN, LONG only

2 IN ONE HARD CASE

SHORT 6'4
¥19,000+TAX

SIZE : 1990 x 600mm
GUSSET : 150 mm
1-2 BOARD FIT

CUSHION HANDLE

Cushion handle that does not
get tired even after long-time
grip.Convenient size for display.

FULL OPEN

Full open zipper for easy board
access
*FUN, LONG only

2 IN ONE HARD CASE

FUN 7'0

¥21,000+TAX
SIZE : 2180 x 650mm
GUSSET : 150 mm
1-2 BOARD FIT

FIN POCKET

Fin pocket inside of case.

FIN SLOT

Adjustable fin hole
*LONG only

2 IN ONE HARD CASE

LONG 9'4
¥25,000+TAX

SIZE : 2180 x 650mm
GUSSET : 150 mm
1-2 BOARD FIT

STD BOARD CASE

A low-priced board case with simple functions and light weight that can be used casually.
A fat outline from the nose to the body and tail supports various styles of boards.
Furthermore, even thick boards such as soft boards can be stored.

NEW
STD BOARD CASE

6'0

¥7,100+TAX
SIZE : 1950 x 640mm
1BOARD FIT

STD BOARD CASE

6'6

¥7,300+TAX

ZIPPER GUARD

SIZE : 2100 x 640mm
1BOARD FIT

Prevents the zipper from hitting
the rails on the board.

STD BOARD CASE

7'0

¥7,400+TAX
SIZE : 2260 x 650mm
1BOARD FIT

STD BOARD CASE

8'0

WIDE OPEN

¥8,800+TAX

The wide op en zipper opening
for board loading and unloading
is especially easy to maintain.

SIZE : 2560 x 650mm
1BOARD FIT
FIN SLOT

* フィンスロットは 8'0 9'0 10'0 のみ

STD BOARD CASE

9'0

¥9,700+TAX

FIN SLOT

SIZE : 2900 x 680mm
1BOARD FIT
FIN SLOT

Adjustable fin hole
*8'0 9'0 10'0 only

STD BOARD CASE

10'0

¥10,000+TAX
SIZE : 3200 x 680mm
1BOARD FIT
FIN SLOT

・12mm protection foam
・220 mm gusset
・Resin handle
・Standard strap
・Higher strength than usual honeycomb nylon fabric
・Rail guard along the zipper

・Fin pocket inside the case
・Skid plate that can be dragged and carried
・Strap that can be squeezed outside the body
・A strap for fixing the board inside
・Full open zipper

TRAVEL CASE 6'6

TRAVEL CASE 7'0

SIZE : 2030 x 570mm
3-4 BOARD FIT

SIZE : 2200 x 570mm
4-5 BOARD FIT

¥33,000+TAX

¥36,000+TAX
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2022 KNIT CASE COLOR

KNIT CASE SHORT

5'8 SHORT ¥5,000+TAX
6'0 SHORT ¥5,200+TAX
6'6 SHORT ¥5,500+TAX

KNIT CASE FUN
5'8 FUN
6'0 FUN
6'6 FUN
7'0 FUN
7'6 FUN

¥5,000+TAX
¥5,200+TAX
¥5,500+TAX
¥6,000+TAX
¥6,200+TAX

KNIT CASE LONG
9'4 LONG
117

118

119

120

121

¥7,000+TAX

EASY DETACHABLE STYLE

9'4 LONG

¥7,000+TAX

SINCE 1998

SINCE 1998

SINCE 1998

SINCE 1998

122

BLACK

ORANGE

KHAKI

GREY CAMO

SHORT

FUN

LONG

EASY DETACHABLE
STYLE

Option for long size that
normal strap instead of
rubber strap. It makes
much easy wrap up.

Easy installation
of the only cover.

Extra protection
in nose and tail.

BOARD WRAP
RETRO ~6'5
SHORT ~6'6
FUN ~8'0
LONG ~10'0

¥2,800+TAX
¥2,800+TAX
¥2,900+TAX
¥3,300+TAX

ストッパータイプ

LONG ~10'0 ¥3,300+TAX
RETRO
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SHORT

FUN

LONG

Heat reflective cover that you can feel free to use
with easy installation. Best lightweight, for use in
a place you do not want soiled. with wax such
as the inside of a car or inside of other case.

TLS FIN TYPE-C

HONEYCOMB
¥9,000+TAX

FUTURES TAB

SIDE //
SIDE

CENTER //

BASE - 4.45” ( 113 mm )
BASE - 4.28” ( 109 mm )
DEPTH - 4.62” ( 117 mm ) DEPTH - 4.41” ( 112 mm )
FOIL - FLAT
FOIL - 50/50

CENTER

TLS FIN TYPE-C QUAD

HONEYCOMB

FUTURES TAB

¥11,000+TAX

BACK //

FRONT //
FRONT

BASE - 4.37” ( 111 mm )
BASE - 3.81” ( 97 mm )
DEPTH - 4.45” ( 113 mm ) DEPTH - 3.9” ( 99 mm )
FOIL - FLAT
FOIL - FLAT

BACK

FCSII ATTACHIMENT
& SCREW SET
¥1,800+TAX

With FCSII attachment
Screw set

FCS SCREW
¥500+TAX

FCS tab screw (set screw)
Set of 3

FUTURE SCREW
¥500+TAX

FRONT

FUTURE tab screw (set screw)
Set of 3

BACK

TLS FIN TWIN STABI

HONEYCOMB

FUTURES TAB

¥9,000+TAX

SIDE //

FIN BAND

BASE - 5.51” ( 140 mm )
DEPTH - 5” ( 127 mm )
FOIL - FLAT

¥250+TAX

STABILIZER //

BASE - 3.3” ( 84 mm )
DEPTH - 3.74” ( 95 mm )
FOIL - 50/50

225x20x3mm
You can put together fins that tend to fall apart.
Breakthrough rubber band.

TLS FIN SINGLE
5.5” ¥8,200+TAX

BLACK

6”

¥8,500+TAX

CORAL

7”

¥8,700+TAX

YELLOW

8”

¥9,000+TAX

AQUA

9”

¥9,400+TAX

DEEP BLUE
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E S S E N T I A L F O R C A R

ASH x SLATE

BEIJE x BROWN

SKY x CYAN BLUE

SMOKE x COBALT

GREY x CHARCOAL

NEW

SOLID BLACK

HUG CAR SEAT COVER
¥6,300+TAX

Size : Seat front part 650 x 1345mm
Left and right full-length 1300mm

* When using leather seats, synthetic leather seats, and seat heaters Cannot be used.
* Please read the instruction manual attached to the product and the instruction manual of
the car carefully. Please use it.
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Add a pocket to make it even
more convenient.

BLACK

GREY

BLUE

NAVY

CAR SEAT COVER
¥3,400+TAX

Size : 600 x 1280mm

KHAKI

GREEN CAMO

GREY CAMO

* When using leather seats, synthetic leather seats,
and seat heaters Cannot be used.
* Please read the instruction manual attached to
the product and the instruction manual of the car
carefully. Please use it.

Easy installation of the only applied
to the headrest. Made it by Neoplane.

REAR SEAT COVER

BLACK
¥6,400+TAX
GREEN CAMO ¥7,600+TAX
GREY CAMO ¥7,600+TAX
Size : 縦 1250 x 横 1100mm

Specially for back sheet of one box
car, protected from wet and dirt.

BLACK

GREEN CAMO

GREY CAMO

TLS STAND
¥4,600+TAX

Size : 500 x 400 x 330mm

Foldable, lightweight and easy to
carry stand.
Withstand load: 100 kg

CARRIER COVER
¥3,900+TAX
Size : 490mm

Protect your surfboard from
carrier impact. Compatible
with all models.Protect your
surfboard from carrier impact.
Compatible with all models.
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MULTI HANGER
¥900+TAX
BLACK

Can also be used as a handle
when carrying the WARTER
BOX. A sturdy hanger. Perfect
for TLS WET HANGER.

KHAKI

TURQUOISE

SAND BEIGE

CORAL

BLACK

WET HANGER

¥900+TAX

Size : W450mm H105mm Max-W70mm

Attaching to various hangers.
Super luxury hanger

Air holes to help dry
your wetsuit. Non-slip
rubber coating that
gently fixes.

With rubber coated body and
AirHole Wet hanger. Used by
attaching to various hangers.

CORAL

ORANGE

YELLOW

LT.GREEN

KHAKI

TURQUOISE

SAX

NAVY

PURPLE

FLUO ORANGE

FLUO YELLOW

FLUO GREEN

WATER BOX
¥4,200+TAX

FLUO PINK
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BLACK

WHITE

Not only surfing
but Snow,
fishing, and even
outdoors.

Size : 500 x 370 x 350mm

Vert good size for any situations.
It can be stand for wax up and
down, and backgammon table
when you turn over.

ACID

AZTEC

SHAKA

HOT ROD

TIGER CAMO

KAITO

KEY POCKET
¥650+TAX

Size : 67 x 98mm

MEXICAN STRIPE

MONSOON

BOTANICAL INDIGO

Made it by neoprene, you can
take the keys into water.

Scratch prevention
sheet on the back

with Radio
blocking
aluminum pack

KEY BOX

¥4,800+TAX
SZE : Full size W77xH180xD37mm
Storage compartment W72xH108xD30mm

A sturdy dial-type key box that
cannot be destroyed even with
tools such as a screwdriver.
Large keys can also be stored.

RADIO BLOCKING
ALUMINUM PACK
¥1,800+TAX
10 SHEETS

When you put the electronic key
in the box to be attached to the
car, you can not unlock the car by
putting it in this aluminum pack and
then locking it.
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K E E P W A R M

POLYTANK COVER
ACID

ALGORITHM

¥3,200+TAX

AZTEC

Size : 350 x 260 x 380mm

Preservative preeminent plastic
tank cover for 20L plastic tank.

POLYTANK 20L
¥1,600(税別)

CHECKER

KHAKI
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MONSOON

BLUE

SAND TAN

BLACK

Webbing handle

Reflective inner

Large capacity
side pocket

Use a waterproof fabric
for the inner.
It could be a cooler box.

ACID

ALGORITHM

AZTEC

It can be opened and
closed individually, and the
shower can be installed
with the cover closed.

LOVEL POLYTANK CASE
¥4,400+TAX
Size : 280 x 420 x 350mm

CHECKER

MONSOON

12L double bag, separate zipper
and individual window for pump.
Can be individually openedand
closed, it can be installed in the
shower while closing the cover.

SAND TAN

POLYTANK 12L

¥1,400(税別)

Reflective inner

KHAKI

BLUE

Use a waterproof fabric for the inner.
It could be a cooler box.

BLACK

Mesh pockets on top and pockets on both sides.
A pocket with a drain on the back that prevents water and
sand from collecting.

TIGER CAMO

SHARK DOT

MONOGRAM

CHIMAYO

BLACK

BOTTLE CASE
¥2,400+TAX

Size : 120 x 220 x 355mm

Can store up to 2
2L PET bottles.

Since the bottom of the upper pocket is separated
from the main body by a mesh, it has a high
cooling effect by adding an ice pack.

A cold / warm case that can
store two commercially available
2L PET bottles.
Comes with a strap that can be
changed in length and a D ring
on the front. The bottom of the
top pocket is mesh so you can
put an ice pack in it.
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P O N C H O

MICROFIBER PONCHO
BASIC

Length : 111cm

¥5,300+TAX

Chest : 79cm

JUNIOR 140
Length : 90cm

¥3,900+TAX

Chest : 67cm

KIDS 120

Length : 68cm

¥2,800+TAX

Chest : 50cm

High water absolution Micro Fiber fabric. Confortable with warm and soft touch.

ACID

ALGORITHM

AZTEC

CHECKER

COMBO

MONSOON

BLACK

NEW
2022-23 FALL&WINTER
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HOLOKAI

PALM LEAF

TROPIC FISH

TIGER LILY

ISLAND BOTANICAL

DUCK HUNT CAMO

IKAT

BRICKS

WALKTHROUGH

FLOWER PATTERN

SOLID BLACK

5753

KHAKI

BLACK

COTTON PONCHO

BASIC

Length : 111cm

¥5,800+TAX

Chest : 79cm

JUNIOR 140 ¥4,500+TAX
Length : 90cm

KIDS 120

Length : 68cm

Chest : 67cm

¥3,200+TAX

Chest : 50cm

Made of 100% cotton that feels good to use
Change of clothes poncho.

ACID

ALGORITHM

NEW

WATER PROTECTION MICRO PONCHO
¥7,500+TAX

Length : 103cm

With velcro flap
Inner pocket

YKK centers zip

Side pocket with key
keeper (one side only)

Reflector
Print logo

Chest : 73cm

A poncho that uses nylon fabric with excellent water
repellency for the outer and microfiber for the inner.
It is useful as a winter clothing or windbreaker while
moving after surfing or waiting for the heat of the
tournament. It is also recommended for various water
activities.
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POWER SCRAPER

¥700+TAX
3D wax comb with rubber grip
be working easily for stubborn
wax.

ORANGE

BLUE

GREEN

BLACK

FLEX SCRAPER

¥900+TAX
More softer comb for delicate
board user. Easy going to plenty
bend surface.
STONE

KHAKI

BLUE

PINK

BLACK

WAX CASE SQUARE
¥500+TAX

Size : 70 x 108 x 48 mm

Blue

Green

Pink

Black

The best wax case for square
shaped wax. Of course round
shape can also be stored.

WAX CASE ROUND
¥600+TAX

Size : 85 x 88 x 75 mm

Blue
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Green

Pink

White

A perfect wax case for round
wax. Up to 3 can be stored.

FRONT

BACK

LOGO

FRONT

ARROW

BACK

FRONT

HYBRID
WATER ACTION PANTS

TRANSFER

BACK

¥1,800+TAX
Size : M / L / XL

The combination of new
materials has created soft
underwear, non-slip, non rubbed
underpants. Wear this garment
that stretches 4 ways under
trunks or wet.It is more
comfortable and can improve
performance.

BLACK + BEIGE LINE

NAVY + KHAKI LINE

NEW

NEW

REEF BOOTS 2mm

The arch is
comfortable even
when used for a long
time.

リーフブーツ 2mm

¥8,000+TAX

SIZE: 22.5 / 23.5 / 24.5 / 25.5
26.5 / 27.5 / 28.5 cm

Renewed TLS leaf boots. Supports
comfortable riding at the reef point.

LONG BOARD STRAP

¥2,400+TAX
Easy carrying for SUP and long
boards,just use buckle to hold the
boards.

BEACH SANDALS
¥1,800+TAX

Size : 25cm / 26cm / 27cm / 28cm

Beach sandals with particular attention
to detail in the grip sole and arch.

TPU grip sole that
won't slip even in the
rain.

FIRST AID KIT
¥2,400+TAX

Size : 13 x 18 x 6 cm（外寸）
11.5 x 16.5 x 4 cm ( 内寸）

Medical items exclusively for water
sports. Convenient in an emergency!
Please add additional chemicals and use
it as an original kit.

・Case body
・First-aid adhesive plaster waterproof type
L size14 Sheet
・Waterproof scratch addressed pad ５Sheet
・Cotton swab 30
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W A T E R P R O O F

NEW

BREAK BACKPACK
¥4,600+TAX
Volume : 27L

Convenient for carrying wet items
such. Recommended for town use.
*Not completely waterproof.

WHITE

BLACK

BLACK

CLEAR

BLUE

NEW

WATER PROOF TOTE
¥3,200+TAX
Volume : 26L

Convenient for carrying wet
items such as wet suits. Easy to
use tote bag type.
*Not completely waterproof.

ウェルダー加工の底面
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インナーポケット

One outside and
four inside pockets.

WATER PROOF
TOTE 5POCKETS
¥4,900+TAX
Volume : 48L

Large capacity tote bag.
The water resistant fabric is
convenient for carrying wet
items. You can easily put in and
take out wetsuits with a large
diameter.

WATER ACTION CASE
¥900+TAX

Size : 220 x 160 x 70mm

水辺での使用から、トリップの
荷物小分け用など多目的に使える
ケース。

Blue

Orange

Pink

TLS AIR CASE
Black

Clear

¥900+TAX

Size : 225 x 125mm

A case that floats even if it falls
into water. It also protects the
air inside from shocks.
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BLACK

BEIGE

NAVY

SURF CAP
¥3,600+TAX
Size : FREE

The amphibious surf cap uses a
mesh material for the sweat band
to absorb sweat well. You can use
it with a leash while surfing and
adjust the size with a snap button.
It is a rust-free design because it
does not use metal fittings.

NAVY

BEIGE

BLACK

SURF HAT
¥3,600+TAX

Size : M / 57cm

L / 59cm

Protects the head and face from
direct sunlight and prevents physical
exhaustion. Adopting a fabric with
excellent water resistance and water
repellency, it can be used on land as
well as in the surf scene.

WORK CAP
¥3,400+TAX
Size : FREE

BLACK

Work cap style surf cap that is
also active in town use.
Leash & snapback can be used
with confidence even in the surf
scene.

TLSURF
BREATHABLE CAP
¥3,200+TAX
Size : 59cm

BLACK
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We used a cool mesh net material
for those who want to coordinate
black even in the summer. The
sweat band that hits the forehead
is also made of cotton and has
excellent absorbency and fit!
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B B A C C E S S O R Y

The inner of the strap
Neoprene that is hard to slip.

Uses stainless steel ring for swivel
connection Achieves smooth rotation and
high strength.

Coil cord adjusted to a length that does not
interfere with riding.

BB LEASH CORD
¥3,000+TAX

Size : Small Arm / Large Arm / Wrist

TURQUOISE
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BLACK

WHITE

PINK

Redesigned and newly developed
BB leash. The thickness, number of
turns, and length of the coil cord have
been reset, and the ease of use has
also greatly improved.

The design of the heel part makes
it easy to fit the ankle, and it does
not come off due to the impact of
the waves and provides a sense of
stability.

PINK SARI MODEL
HARD
Signature model of Sari Ohara, who won the
APB World Champion. A hard blade is used
for the pink part, and even those without leg
strength can raise the propulsion power to MAX
speed.

TLS BB FIN
¥7,600+TAX

S :22.5 ~ 24cm
M :24 ~ 25cm
L :25 ~ 26.5cm

BLUE
SOFT

ORANGE
MIDIUM

The softest specification in the series. Anyone
can use it easily with less strain on the legs.

Recommended for those who step up from
beginner to intermediate level.
Soft rubber from the foot pocket to the heel By
using it, it reduces the burden and rubbing on
the foot, and the blade It is possible to convey
the bending to the part in a flowing manner.

BB PLUG

FIN STRING

Original triple fly shape

For preventing fin flow

¥500+TAX

BB fin developed research
with the top riders. It has
both instantaneousforce and
endurance in a good balance with
a good fit.

BLUE

D.GREY

PINK

BROWN

BB 2in1 HARD CASE
¥9,300+TAX

¥1,400+TAX

Size : 700 x 1190mm

BLACK / WHITE / GREY / BLUE
/ NAVY / ORANGE / PURPLE /
YELLOW / RED / GREEN / OLIVE

BLACK

Two large pockets for storing fins
and leashes, and a retractable
cushion shoulder strap for
convenient trips and movements.

FIN SOX

SUMMER SOX

FIN GUARD

FIN TETHERS

Size : S / 22cm ~ 23cm
M / 23cm ~ 24cm
L / 25cm ~ 26cm

Size : S / 21cm ~ 23cm
M / 23cm ~ 25cm
L / 25cm ~ 27cm

Improved to fit the fins perfectly.
For preventing scratches on fins
and heels.

Do not let the fins flow.
BB fin tethers.

¥2,500+TAX

¥2,500+TAX

¥1,200+TAX

¥1,600+TAX
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WETSUITS SHAMPOO
TAID

WETSUITS SOFTENER
DOWMY

¥1,500+TAX

250ml

Wet shampoo with detergent
t**d scent. The scent is further
improved.

SMOOTH SPRAY

¥1,500+TAX

WAX REMOVER
SPRAY TYPE

¥900+TAX

¥1,300+TAX

250ml

250ml / 25 PAC

180ml

Softener with d***y scent.
The scent is further improved.

Spray type

This makes it easy to wear wet
suits, boots and gloves!
It is also effective for fasteners
with slipperiness.
Also effective for neck entry and
removal of fins!

FOR
PROFE
SSIONAL

内容量：レジン 4L

RESIN & PERMEC

RESIN ONLY

¥6,700+TAX

PERMEC ONLY

¥800+TAX
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SUPER REPAIR KIT
¥5,800+TAX
All things to repair surfboard in one.
The contents of the kit:
A scissor, A cup,
Applicators,
Cover tape,
Sandpapers (#80 x 3 #120 x 2
#240 x 2 #600 x 2),
Fiberglass cloth,
Acetone(200cc),
Clear resin(200cc),
Permec(200cc)

SOLAR PUTTY

SOLAR RESIN

UV cure Putty combined with Q-Cell
effective in deeper holes. It’s possible
to quickly.

UV cure resin combined with glass
chips effective in small damages. It’s
possible to quickly repair on the spot.

50g + Three sandpapers
(#80 #120 #240)

50g + Three sandpapers
(#80 #120 #240)

¥1,800+TAX

EPOXY RESIN SET
¥4,000+TAX

Repairing materials for mold surfboard
exclusive use. The combination with
repair fiber cross and the Q cell filler is
possible. Styrofoam & ESP core is for
exclusive use and does not dissolve
styrene.

¥2,300+TAX

CLEAR RESIN

RESIN SET

PERMEC ONLY

¥2,000+TAX ¥600+TAX

CRASH BOARD TAPE
¥1,300+TAX
CREAR

Clear tape for temporary repairs
comes with a cutter. It’ s possible
to quick repair on the spot. It excels
in strength,adhesiveness and
waterproof property.
100x1000mm

CRASH BOARD TAPE
ALUMINIUM ¥1,000+TAX

Aluminum foil tape for temporary
repairs comes with a cutter. It’ s
possible to quick repair on the spot.
It excels in strength,
adhesiveness and waterproof
property.
100x1000mm

Q-CELL FILLER

FIBER CLOTH

Lightness of the inside of a repair
part by combined with a clear resin.
It's effective in deep damages.

¥800+TAX

¥1,000+TAX

RESIN:200cc
PERMEC:5cc

80g

A repair part is further strengthened
by combined use with resin.
Repairing materials effective in larger
crash damages.

FIN ROPE

SAND PAPER SET

SEAL TAPE

The tool which finishes the surface of
a repair part finely. Four kinds which
canbe used properly are set.

Repair materials for wetsuits
exclusive use. A tape is cut according
to a repair portion and it presses with
an iron.

Resin used as the base of repair
comes with Permec.

4oz (700x500mm)

RESIN:200cc HARDENER:5cc

ACETONE
¥1,200+TAX

It is easy removal resin adhering to
brush or a stick. It’ s unusable on a
surfboard.
200cc

¥800+TAX
Repairing materials for fins exclusive
use. Use combined with resin. Wrap
the crash point of the fin with a rope
and soak it with a resin and harden it.
20g

¥900+TAX

Dry sandpaper: #80x3 #120x2 #240x2
Wet sandpaper: #600x2
110x140mm (x2)

¥900+TAX

130x170mm (x2)
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X-FIT SURF BOOTS
3mm ¥7,000+TAX
5mm ¥7,600+TAX

A new brushed material with
increased heat retention. It uses a
skin material that makes it difficult
for water to enter the insertion part.
The newly designed X and line
connecting the heel enhances the
fit and realizes the best comfort.
The lining of the ankle part is cut
back to prevent the infiltration of
water from the ankle.

SIZE:
XXS - 22cm L
- 26cm
XS - 23cm XL - 27cm
S
- 24cm XXL - 28cm
M
- 25cm

Please measure the middle
finger of thelength and the
base of the round around.
The length of the middle finger
Base of round

A-MAX GLOVE
2mm
4mm

AIR FUSION GLOVE

SUPER STRECH GLOVE

SIZE : X XS / XS / S / M / L / XL
*XXXS 特注

SIZE : XS / S / M / L

0.8mm

¥4,500+TAX
¥5,000+TAX

SIZE : XXXS / XXS / XS / S / M
L / XL / XXL

A newly developed low price glove
that prevents the entry of water by
using a skin material on the inside
of the wrist.

¥7,000+TAX

The finest fabric made in Japan.
Achieves high heat retention that
can not be thought of as 0.8 mm!
High durability and heat retention.
made in japan.

1.8mm SCS-HEX ¥6,600+TAX

Seamless SCS stretch gloves
keep out water. The palm has a
hexagonal anti-slip and can be
used in both winter and summer.

POUR STOP ANKLE
¥1,300+TAX

SIZE : S / M / L

1.Wear the Products

2.Turn half.

3.Put on your boots.

手首用

足首用

FASTEN STRAP
Wrist Set of 2

¥500+TAX

Ankle

One

¥320+TAX

For the ankle, attach it to the foot on the opposite side of
the leash.
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SCS is used for the lining to
prevent water from entering.

4.Put it on your boots.

手首用

足首用

AUTOMATIC FASTEN STRAP
Wrist Set of 2

¥900+TAX

Ankle

One

¥900+TAX

Neoprene band. For the ankle, attach it to the foot on
the opposite side of the leash.

NEOPRENE JACKET
¥16,000+TAX

SIZE : S / M / ML / L / XL

A neoprene jacket that is useful
Prevents cold belly and waist.
for traveling on the winter surf.
When traveling by bicycle or
motorcycle, it protects against the
cold without passing the wind.

NECK WARMER
¥2,400+TAX

S : Neck around 47cm x height 12cm
M : Neck around 50cm x height 12cm
L : Neck around 52cm x height 13.5cm

ヘッドバンドとしても利用可能

HEAT PANT
¥5,800+TAX

SIZE : S / M / ML / L / XL

Inner pants made of neoprene
fabric. Prevents cold belly and waist.
S: Total length 49cm / Waist 64-66cm / Inseam 17cm
M: Total length 51cm / Waist 67~68cm / Inseam 18cm
ML: Total length 53cm / Waist 69~71cm / Inseam 19cm
L: Total length 55cm / Waist 72~76cm / Inseam 20cm
XL: Total length 57cm / Waist 78~82cm / Inseam 21cm

KIDNEY BELT
¥5,200+TAX
SIZE : FREE

One-touch operation even in the
sea. Supports the waist from the
cold. Magic heater included.

Magic heater separately
¥650+TAX
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